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Cloud Data Centers have become the key infrastructure for providing services. Instance migration across

different computing nodes in edge and cloud computing is essential to guarantee the quality of service in

dynamic environments. Many studies have been conducted on dynamic resource management involving mi-

grating Virtual Machines to achieve various objectives, such as load balancing, consolidation, performance,

energy-saving, and disaster recovery. Some have investigated to improve and predict the performance of sin-

gle live migration. Recently, several research studies service migration in edge-centric computing paradigms.

However, there is a lack of taxonomy and survey that focuses on the management of live migration in edge

and cloud computing environments. In this article, we examine the characteristics of each field and propose

a migration management-centric taxonomy to provide a holistic framework and guideline for researchers

on the topic, including the performance and cost model, migration generations in resource management al-

gorithms, migration planning and scheduling, and migration lifecycle management and orchestration. We

also identify research gaps and opportunities to improve the performance of resource management with live

migrations.
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tolerant systems and networks; Reliability; Availability; • Networks → Network management;

Cloud computing; Network monitoring;
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1 INTRODUCTION

The emergence of cloud computing has facilitated the dynamic provision of computing, network-

ing, and storage resources to support the services on an on-demand basis. Traditionally, the pro-

cess directly running on the operating systems is the foundational element to host the service by

utilizing the resources. With the development of virtualization, Virtual Machines (VM), as one
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of the major virtualization technologies to host cloud services, can share computing, networking,

and storage resources from the physical machines. In addition, the container is the emerging vir-

tualization instance to support a more elastic services framework due to its flexibility and small

footprint [56]. Application providers can lease virtualized instances (VMs or containers) from cloud

providers with various flavors under different Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Then, the VM

or container managers initialize the instances and the cloud broker or orchestrator selects the

feasible placement based on the available resources and the allocation policy.

Under highly dynamic environments, cloud providers need to prevent the violation of the SLA

and guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS), such as end-to-end delay, task processing time, and so

on. Therefore, there have been extensive works [108, 120] focusing on dynamic resource manage-

ment in performance, accessibility, energy, and economy in order to benefit both cloud computing

subscribers and providers. Live migration of process, VM, container, or storage is the key feature to

support dynamic resource management in both edge and cloud computing environments. It can mi-

grate and synchronize the running state of the instance, such as VM or container, from one host to

another without disrupting the services [16]. Live migration provides a generic approach without

any application-specific configuration and management. Many works have been focused on the

different objectives of resource management through live migration in both cloud [120] and edge

computing environments [47, 73, 86, 108], such as load balancing, over-subscription, consolidation,

service response time, networking, energy, disaster recovery, and maintenance for hardware and

software updates.

Commercial cloud infrastructure and services providers, such as AWS, Azure, Google, IBM, Red-

Hat, and so on, have been integrating live VM and container migration [4, 5, 75, 87]. For example,

to make the compute infrastructure cost-effective, reliable, and performant, Google Cloud Engine

introduced dynamic resource management for E2 VMs through performance-aware live migra-

tion algorithms [5]. Google has adopted live VM and container migration into its cluster man-

ager [75, 105] for the purposes, such as higher priority task preemption, kernel, and firmware

software updates, hardware updates, and reallocation for performance and availability. It manages

all computing tasks and container clusters with up to tens of thousands of physical machines.

A lower bound of 1,000,000 migrations monthly has been performed with 50 ms average down-

time during the migration [87]. AWS regularly performs routine hardware, software, power, and

network maintenance with minimal disruption via live migrations [2]. Amazon EC2 uses live mi-

gration when running instances that need to be moved from one server to another to dynamically

manage CPU resources, optimize the placement of instances, or maintain hardware. Microsoft

Azure also utilizes live migration to improve virtual machine resiliency with predictive ML [3].

ML model predicts disk failures and computing node failures [116], and proactively transfers in-

stances to new hosts via live migrations. The IBM Cloud Infrastructure Center provides the IaaS

management of non-containerized and containerized workloads. It supports live VM migration

with shared storage or block live migration only within the same availability zone [1]. However,

it lacks migration management for IaaS users, such as fine-tuning of live migration mechanisms

and network management (e.g., traffic engineering).

From cloud to edge computing, the processing resources and intelligence have been pushed

to the edge of the network to facilitate time-critical services with higher bandwidth and lower

latency [50, 94]. With the combination of different paradigms, live migration can be performed

between edge servers, physical hosts in the LAN network, or different data centers through the

WAN [41]. For example, consolidation through live migrations between different physical hosts

within a cloud data center can reduce the overall network communication latency and energy cost

of both hosts and network devices [11]. Live migrations between data centers through WAN aim
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Fig. 1. A general migration management framework. Fig. 2. Categories of migration types.

at optimizing performance [37, 71, 82, 111], such as delay, jitter, packet loss rate, response time,

as well as energy cost, running cost, regulation adoption, and evacuation before disasters [104].

The mobility-induced migration [86, 108, 120] in edge computing is based on the user position

and the coverage of each edge server and its base stations. When the position of the end-user

changes dramatically, the end-to-end latency will be suffered. As a result, the service may need to

be migrated from the previous edge servers to the adjacent ones.

As the state transmission and synchronization are through the network, the performance of live

migration heavily relies on the network resource, such as bandwidth and delay. The edge and cloud

data center network has been established to provide data transmission for both live migration and

service connectivity. However, with the expansion of edge and cloud computing, tens of thousands

of nodes connect with each other, which makes it difficult to manage and configure the networking

resource at scale. To overcome the network topology complexity, Software-Defined Networking

(SDN) [112] is introduced to provide centralized networking management by separating the data

and control plane in the traditional network devices. The SDN controllers can dynamically update

the knowledge of the whole network topology through the southbound interfaces based on the

OpenFlow protocol. It also provides northbound interfaces for high-level networking resource

management such as flow routing, network separation, and bandwidth allocation. As a result, it

provides fine-grained network resource management for applications and resource management

policies [44], and migration scheduling [42, 43, 107].

This article focuses on the research of migration management during dynamic resource manage-

ment in edge and cloud computing environments. Figure 1 illustrates the general migration man-

agement workflow. Based on the various objectives, the resource management algorithms find the

optimal placement by generating multiple live migrations. With the generated multiple migration

requests, the migration planning and scheduling algorithms optimize the performance of multiple

migrations, such as total and individual migration time and downtime, while minimizing the mi-

gration cost and overheads, such as migration influence on application QoS. On the other hand,

the computing and networking resources are reallocated and affected by multiple migrations.

For migration management, it is essential to minimize migration costs and maximize migration

performance, while achieving the objectives of dynamic resource management. Since dynamic re-

source management requires multiple instance migrations to achieve the objectives, we investigate

migration management in the context of multiple migrations solutions and challenges. Based on

the proposed taxonomy, we also review related state-of-art works in each category and identify

the gaps and future research opportunities.

Although many surveys [63, 64, 78, 83, 86, 91, 98, 108, 114, 117, 120] of live migration have been

presented in the contexts of performance, mechanism, optimization of single live migration, and

general migration-based dynamic resource management, they only focus on the specific migration

aspects and neglect the aspects of migration management including migration request generation

in resource policies and migration planning and scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, there is

no literature focusing on the taxonomy of migration management in a systematic way. The

purpose of the proposed taxonomy is to fill the gaps between live migration techniques, dynamic
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Table 1. Summary of Related Surveys in Live Migration

reference Migration Issues Resource Type Environment Granularity

cost mechanism application management VM container network storage cloud edge single multiple

[98] � � � � �
[91] � � � �
[114] � � � � �
[78] � ∂ � ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ �
[64] � � � �
[117] � � ∂ ∂ �
[120] � � � � � � � � ∂

[108] ∂ � ∂ � � ∂ � �
[83] � � � � ∂

[86] � � ∂ ∂ � �
[63] � � � � � ∂

Our work � ∂ � � � � � ∂ � � � �
� denotes broad discussion or the main scope of the respective issue. ∂ denotes partial discussion or the secondary

scope on the respective issue.

resource management, and migration scheduling and planning, and to propose a framework for

future research on resource management through live migration in edge and cloud computing

environments. In this article, we identify the following five aspects of migration management in

both edge and cloud computing environments:

— migration performance and cost model

— resource management policy and migration generation

— migration planning and scheduling

— scheduling lifecycle management and orchestration

— evaluation method and platforms

The rest of the article is organized as follows: We compare and summarize related surveys in

Section 2. Section 3 introduces critical concepts of live migration techniques and migration running

environments. Section 4 presents the proposed taxonomy of migration management. Section 5

describes the details of essential aspects of migration planning and scheduling algorithms. We

review the work related to migration management in Section 6, including migration generation in

dynamic resource management and migration planning and scheduling. We analyze gaps within

current studies and identify future directions in Section 7. We conclude the article in Section 8.

2 RELATED SURVEYS

In this section, we introduce the details of related surveys in the context of live migration. Several

surveys are conducted to investigate and summarize the works on various aspects of live migration,

including migration elements, migration types, migration overheads, optimization mechanisms,

motivations and objectives, robustness and security, networking continuity, and so on. We summa-

rize the related surveys and illustrate the level of detail covered on the respective issue in Table 1.

The cost category includes migration performance and overhead costs. The mechanism category

includes migration type and optimization of performance or overhead. The application category

includes migration motivations and use cases for resource management, and the migration

management aspects include migration generations with different resource policies, policy-level

migration networking management, as well as planning and scheduling of single and multiple

migrations. The migration granularity consists of single and multiple migrations for heteroge-

neous and homogeneous migration types, co-located VMs in the same source and destination, and

VMs from and to arbitrary hosts. As migration research has evolved in various ways, the main

topics discussed extensively in related surveys cover only a limited range of existing works at the

time of publication.
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Strunk [98] investigated and reviewed the works on the single VM live migration parameters

in terms of the physical machine’s CPU and net utilization, VM’s CPU and net utilization, mem-

ory size, and dirty page rate, a taxonomy of migration cost parameters, performance prediction

modeling, migration overheads such as service performance loss and migration energy consump-

tion. Similarly, Xu et al. [114] also reviewed and summarized the performance overheads of live

VM migration in the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud. The survey investigated various

causes and scenarios for VM performance overheads during migrations and the performance and

overhead modeling methods and compared the complexity and effectiveness of various overhead

mitigation techniques. Medina et al. [78] reviewed the works focusing on the mechanism of VM

migration and process replication for the purpose of high availability. They also reviewed the mech-

anism and implementation of the hypervisor (Xen, VirtualBox, KVM, and VMWare) that supports

live VM migration, live VM and storage migration across the WAN, and live migration use cases of

load balancing, overloaded host management, and energy efficiency. They also partially covered a

few works on trace/replay techniques and container migration by OpenVZ.

Yamada et al. [117] and Noshy et al. [83] reviewed the live migration mechanisms for pre-copy,

post-copy, and hybrid migration and corresponding optimizations, such as memory compression,

deduplication, checkpoint/restore or trace/replay, pipeline, and multicore parallelization. Noshy

et al. [83] also mentioned the research directions on live migration of multiple VMs in total migra-

tion time and impacts on co-located VMs. Zhang et al. [120] presented a comprehensive live VM

migration survey mainly talking about migration motivations, migration types, and optimization

techniques, network layer-2 to layer-4, and SDN solutions for the network continuity issue over

the WAN. They also reviewed the articles on multiple migrations on optimizing the total migration

time for co-located VMs in the same host and VMs with network connections. The authors also

partially reviewed the works on migration overheads on other services and had limited coverage of

the difference between single and multiple migrations. Le [63] also presented a comprehensive sur-

vey on live VM migration mechanisms and optimizations. Co-located VM migrations are reviewed

in the context of migration optimization. The author compared the performance between pre-copy

and post-copy migrations and reviewed the works on single migration models and investigated mi-

gration applications in commercial cloud platforms. The survey also identified some directions for

live migration optimization without proper reference and citation which had already been covered

by other articles, such as adaptive stopping conditions for pre-copy [42], and ML-based working

set prediction [119].

For live container migration, Milojičić et al. [79] summarized the early efforts for live process

migration and indicated the challenges that process migration need to be solved. From the High

Availability (HA) perspective, Li et al. [64] compared VM and container in virtualization mech-

anisms and implementation differences between the hypervisor and container-based platform

for live migration. The authors also reviewed the works of failure detection based on CRIU and

OpenVZ and pointed out the HA and optimization features missed in container-based platforms.

For the survey of mobility-induced service migration focusing on service and user mobility,

Machen et al. [73] reviewed the works of live service migration in Mobile Edge Computing

(MEC). They investigated the layered framework, live container migration, and the performance

evaluation of various applications, including gamer servers, RAM simulation, video streaming,

and face detection (OpenCV). Wang et al. [108] reviewed the works of dynamic resource man-

agement in the name of service migration in MEC. The authors mainly focus framework of

service migration, data transmission optimization, and strategies for service migration decisions.

Specifically, the authors reviewed the strategies for service migration (dynamic service placement)

in edge computing in (1) following the mobile users, (2) MDP-based service migration with one

and two-dimensional optimization, and (3) time window-based service migration. In addition,
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Rejiba et al. [86] also focused on mobility-induced service migration in edge computing. They

proposed a taxonomy and review of dynamic resource management algorithms with mobility-

induced migration generation based on different objectives, such as cost-related migration

tradeoffs and avoidance, and migration success rate due to user mobility. They mixed the

system-level single migration optimizations into the orchestration-level taxonomy of resource

management. However, only focusing on single migration generation, these surveys neglect mi-

gration management in terms of migration scheduling models in dynamic resource management

and multiple migration planning and scheduling.

For security and robustness, Shetty et al. [91] focused on live migration security, including se-

cure live migration, control policies (DoS, Internal, Guest VM, false resource advertise), transmis-

sion channel (insecure and unprotected), and migration module (stack, heap, integer overflow).

Zhang et al. [120] reviewed the robustness aspect of different migration types. Kokkinos et al. [62]

focused on live migration in long-distance networks (WAN) for disaster recovery.

In summary, most surveys only investigated the single live migration at the OS system level and

dynamic resource management through live migration. Therefore, we summarize and proposed

taxonomy and review the representatives of live migration in the context of migration manage-

ment in edge and cloud computing, including the performance and cost model, migration gen-

erations in resource management algorithms, migration planning and scheduling, and migration

lifecycle management and orchestration.

3 LIVE MIGRATION BACKGROUND

As there are notable surveys covering live migration techniques and optimization mechanisms,

this section only reviews the critical concepts and running environments of live migration.

3.1 Migration Runtime Environment

For VM migration, libvirt, as an open-source toolkit for hypervisor management, is widely used

in the development of cloud-based orchestration layer solutions. Integrating with hypervisors,

such as KVM/QEMU, one can track the details of live migration through management user inter-

face command virsh domjobinfo including dirty page rate, expected downtime, iteration rounds,

memory bandwidth, remaining memory, total memory size, and so on. CRIU [17] is the de-facto

software for live container migration. It relies on the ptrace to seize the processes and injects the

parasite code to dump the memory pages of the process into the image file from the address space

of the process. Additional states, such as task states, register, opened files, and credentials, are also

gathered and stored in the dump files. P.Haul is an extension to CRIU that makes live migration

with CRIU possible by implementing management of each live migration phase. Baruah et. al [10]

discusses the challenges of scaling the core count on a single Graphics processing unit (GPU)

chip and proposes a solution called Griffin, which introduces modifications to the Input-Output

Memory Management Unit (IOMMU) and GPU architecture to improve the performance of

multi-GPU systems. Griffin enables efficient runtime page migration based on locality informa-

tion, leading to better load balancing and up to a 2.9× speedup on multi-GPU systems with low

implementation overhead. Shi et al. [93] propose a system called Memory/disk operation aware

Lightweight VM Live Migration (MLLM) that improves the performance of cross data-center mi-

gration by reducing dirty data. MLLM predicts disk read and memory write working sets to opti-

mize migration models and data transfer sequences. They showcase the potential use of machine

learning and proposes a hierarchical network model. The experimental results demonstrate that

MLLM reduces migration time by 62.9% and service downtime by 36.0% compared to existing meth-

ods, and the improved working set estimation algorithm reduces memory pre-copy time by 9.32%

on average.
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Table 2. Performance Comparison of Different Migration Types

mig. type mig. time downtime data stability disruption complexity

cold long large small high large low

pre-copy long tiny-small mid-large mid tiny-small mid

post-copy short-mid tiny-large small-mid low tiny-mid high

hybrid-copy short-mid tiny-mid small-mid mid small-mid high

3.2 Migration Types

Figure 2 illustrates the categories of migration types. Generally, instance and storage migration can

be categorized as cold migration and live migration. For the performance tradeoff analysis, memory

and storage transmission can be categorized into Push, Stop-and-Copy, and Pull phases. Live mi-

gration can be further categorized into pre-copy [16], post-copy [46], and hybrid migration [48, 89].

The design and continuous optimization and improvement of live migration mechanisms are striv-

ing to minimize downtime and live migration time. Downtime refers to the time interval during

a migration when a service is unavailable due to the need for state synchronization and network

rerouting. For the single migration, migration time refers to the time interval between the start

of the pre-migration phase to the finish of post-migration phases that instance is running at the

destination host. For multiple migrations, total migration time is the time interval between the

start of the first migration and the completion of the last migration. Table 2 illustrates the perfor-

mance comparison of different migration types in migration time, downtime, transferred data size,

migration stability and robustness, service disruption level, and operational complexity.

Cold Migration: Specifically, although provides simplicity over the live migration solution, it

bears the disadvantage that both migration time and downtime are proportional to the amount

of physical memory allocated to the VM. It suffers significant VM downtime and service disrup-

tion during the migration process. It is usually utilized for scenarios where service downtime is

acceptable, such as during scheduled maintenance or when migrating VMs between data centers.

Pre-copy migration: The majority of instance memory pages are transferred and dirty pages

are later iteratively copied to the destination host while the instance still running on the source

host. The migration time of pre-copy migration depends on the allocated bandwidth, dirty page

rate, data compression ratio, memory size, maximum iteration threshold, and downtime thresh-

old [42]. Compared to other migration types, minimal downtime and low disruption can be guar-

anteed given sufficient bandwidth. The instance at the source server is alive until the copying

instance at the destination is ready, making it more robust to be restored after a migration fail-

ure. It is typically a better choice for mission-critical workloads and scenarios where minimizing

downtime is crucial. As cloud services have become a critical capability for modern businesses, it

is important to minimize their service downtime. Therefore, it is critical to find an optimal time

to migrate a virtual machine in the pre-copy approach. To address the issue, Haris et. al [40] pro-

pose a machine learning-based method to optimize pre-copy migration. Their work is organized

in three stages: feature selection, model generation, and application of the proposed model in pre-

copy migration. Their experimental results show that their approach is able significantly reduce

the downtime or service unavailability during the migration process.

Post-copy migration: Only a subset of instance memory pages are initially migrated to the des-

tination host. The remaining pages are transferred in the background while the instance continues

to run on the destination host. Depending on workload characteristics [42], it could potentially re-

sult in a shorter migration time and less overall downtime. However, it may lead to performance

degradation and instability of the migrating instance, and disruption to other instances running

on the same host. The complexity of post-copy is generally considered to be higher than pre-copy

migration due to the additional coordination and management required to ensure a successful
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migration. It may be a good choice in scenarios where minimizing migration time is more impor-

tant than downtime under a stable network environment.

Hybrid post-copy, as an optimization technique based on pre-copy and post-copy migrations,

aims at reaching the balance point by leveraging all three phases. It starts with pre-copy and then

activates the post-copy mode when the memory copy iteration does not achieve a certain per-

centage increase compared with the last iteration. It could reduce the migration time with slightly

increased downtime in certain situations depending on the application workloads. However, it

bears the same disadvantages of post-copy migration that pulling faulted pages slow down the

processing speed which may degrade the QoS, and VM reboot may occur when the network is

unstable.

From the instance storage perspective, live migration can be categorized into shared storage-

based live migration, the instance has ephemeral disks that are located on storage shared between

the source and destination hosts; block live migration (block migration), the instance has ephemeral

disks that are not shared between the source and destination hosts; and volume-backed live migra-

tion. Shared-storage and volume-backed live migration does not copy disks. Block live migration

requires copying disks from the source to the destination host. As a result, the migration takes more

time to converge and puts more load on the network. Most of the research neglect storage migra-

tion costs with the assumption that the storage is shared between source and destination hosts.

In general, when selecting a migration technique, it is important to consider factors such as

the size of the migrating instance, the workload of the application, the available network band-

width between the source and destination hosts, and the required downtime and disruption to the

migrating instance and other instances running on the same host.

3.3 Migration Network Environment

Migration Span indicates the geographic environment where live migrations are performed. It

is critical to analyze the migration span since various computing and networking settings and

configurations directly affect migration management. We categorize live migration based on the

migration span into LAN (Layer-2), such as intra-data center, and WAN (Layer-3) environment,

such as inter-data center and edge-cloud migrations.

Intra-Cloud: The source and destination hosts of intra-cloud migration are in the same LAN

environment. Hosts often share the data via Network-Accessed Storage (NAS), for example,

NFS, Ceph, shared LUNs, and GlusterFS. It excludes the need for storage transmission or block

live migration. In addition, for a share-nothing data center architecture, live migration flows are

separated from the tenant data network via a dedicated management network to alleviate the

network overheads of migrations on other services.

Inter-Clouds and Edge-Cloud: Compared with live migration in LAN, migration via WAN envi-

ronments faces more challenges in network continuity, connectivity and security, and data trans-

mission due to bandwidth limitation and storage migration [62, 120]. For networking continuity,

connections to migrating instances should be kept alive. IP address attached to the migrating

instance should also be migrated to keep connectivity (e.g., keepalived). For network security,

the live migration stream should be secured via public key encryption (e.g., QEMU-native TLS).

For data transmission issues, the network bandwidth and paths of migration flows can not be

guaranteed when source and destination servers are connected via the Internet. Providing a

dedicated backbone network between data centers, the allocated bandwidth of live migrations

can be managed. There is often no shared storage and dedicated migration network between

the data center sites in WAN environments. Therefore, live storage migration is necessary while

live instance migration focuses on memory synchronization. It also applies to the architecture

without shared storage in LAN.
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Edge Computing: It includes both LAN and WAN architecture. In the edge WAN solutions, edge

data centers are connected through WAN links as the traditional inter-data center architectures.

With the emerging cloud-based 5G solution [53], edge data centers can be connected through hy-

brid wireless and dedicated backbone links and shared with the regional cloud data center and

network storage. The motivations and use cases of dynamic resource management in edge com-

puting are similar to those in cloud computing environments. On the other hand, live migration

at edges is often referred to as service migration focusing on the mobility-induced migrations in

MEC [86, 108]. When the end user moves away from the edge server where the service is allocated,

service migrations are generated to guarantee the service end-to-end delay. However, compared to

the periodical resource management in cloud data centers, it lacks proper management for multiple

migration scheduling with stochastic arrival patterns in edge computing.

3.4 SDN-enabled Solutions

By decoupling the networking software and hardware, SDN can simplify traffic management and

improve the scheduling performance of live migrations in intra-data centers (SDN-enabled data

centers) [43, 44, 96] and inter-data centers (SD-WAN) [43, 54, 107]. In general, SDN-enabled solu-

tions can reduce the migration overheads on the system and other applications when generating

migration requests during dynamic resource management [44]. Integrating SDN into computing

management can also improve the performance of concurrent multiple migration planning and

scheduling in dynamic and complex networking environments [43, 107]. Specifically, SDN can

provide several benefits for live migration management:

Centralized Control: In an SDN-enabled environment, network control is centralized in a soft-

ware controller, which can provide a unified view of the network topology and resources, which

is critical to migration orchestration and resource allocation optimization.

Network Visibility: It provides better network visibility, such as the network status of individ-

ual nodes and the flows of network traffic of migrations and other instances. It can also discover

and monitor application-level communication (virtual links). Based on current network condi-

tions, more intelligent strategies about when, where, and how to perform live migrations can be

performed.

Dynamic Resource Allocation: With SDN, the migration orchestrator can dynamically configure

routes and allocate bandwidth to live migration and other application flows. It reduces the network

overheads of migrations on other networked services and ensures sufficient resources are available

for migrations.

Cost Savings: SDN can reduce the operational cost of live migration, by optimizing the use of

network resources and reducing the need for dedicated migration infrastructure. This can help

organizations optimize their resource utilization and reduce costs associated with live migration

in their fog, edge, and cloud computing.

Automation and Resilience: The intent framework provided by SDN allows the migration orches-

trator to specify high-level user intent for resource allocation and automate network configuration

and optimization. It can also improve network resilience by utilizing real-time monitoring and net-

work provisioning to agilely detect and respond to network issues, ensuring that the live migration

continues to operate even in the face of unexpected network disruptions.

4 TAXONOMY OF MIGRATION MANAGEMENT

Based on the existing literature, we categorize migration management into five aspects, as shown

in Figure 3, namely: (1) performance and cost model; (2) policy and migration generation; (3) migra-

tion planning and scheduling; (4) migration lifecycle and orchestration and (5) evaluation method.
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of migration management.

Table 3. Parameters of the Live Migration Model

Category Parameters

Computing CPU utilization memory utilization I/O interface WSS size

Networking bandwidth interfaces routing delay/distance layers/hops

Storage sharing data size storage type read/write speed

Single migration dirty page rate iterations threshold downtime threshold configuration delay priority

Multiple migration migration impact concurrency migration time routing scheduling window

4.1 Migration Performance and Cost Modeling

The migration performance and cost modeling is the fundamental element for migration man-

agement to evaluate and predict the total cost and scheduling performance of multiple migration

requests. Based on the related literature and our observation, this section identifies the parameters,

metrics, and modeling methods involved in the performance and cost model of live migrations.

4.1.1 Parameters. Table 3 illustrates the parameters involved in live migration under three cat-

egories: computing, networking, and storage resources. Moreover, we also identify the migration

parameters in the granularity aspect: single and multiple migrations. The computing resource pa-

rameters include CPU load and utilization, memory load and utilization, memory size, dirty page

rate, WSS size as frequent updating memory pages for live migration optimization, and I/O in-

terfaces (i.g. cache interface, host network card interface, inter-CPU interfaces). The networking

resource parameters include the migration routing, available bandwidth (link and routing band-

width for single and multiple paths), migration distance (the number of network hops), the num-

ber of involved network layers, network delay (link delay and end-to-end latency). In addition, the

storage-related parameters include writing and reading speed and storage data size.

The parameters of single live migration include dirty page rate, the threshold of pre-copy itera-

tions, downtime threshold for pre-copy migration, configuration delay in pre and post-migration

processes, and the priority of the migration request. We also need to consider several parameters

of multiple migration scheduling, such as The migration impact on other services, the running and

subsequent migrations in computing and networking aspects, the concurrency for multiple migra-

tion scheduling as resource contention among migrations, the single migration time in multiple

migration scheduling, the migration routing considering the traffic of other services and migra-

tions, and the scheduling window of each migration with various priorities and levels of urgency.

4.1.2 Metrics. Many works have investigated the metrics of single migration performance.

However, few works are focusing on the performance metrics of multiple migrations. Therefore,
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Table 4. Metrics of Live Migration Performance

Category Metric

Time migration time downtime deadline/ violation time

Data dirty memory storage stop-and-copy size

QoS response time network delay available resource

Energy physical host network device cooling

SLA service availability success ratio policy performance

we also extend the investigation of the single live migration metrics to the multiple migrations in

these categories. As shown in Table 4, we categorize these metrics into different categories, namely

time-related, data, QoS, energy, and SLA.

Migration Time: is the key parameter used to evaluate the single migration performance and

overhead. A large migration time normally results in a large overhead on both computing and

networking resources for the migration VMs and other services.

Downtime: is one of the two main parameters used to evaluate the single migration performance.

During the downtime caused by migration, the service is not available to the users.

Iteration Number: For migration types utilizing the pre-copy strategy, the number of iteration

rounds directly affects the migration converging hence the migration time and downtime.

Data Transmission Size: is the key parameter to judge the network overhead during the migration

across the network. For pre-copy migration, it is highly positively correlated to migration time. The

total amount of data transmission is the sum of the data amount of each instance. It can be divided

into two aspects: memory data and storage data.

Total Migration Time: of multiple migrations is the time interval between the start of the first

migration and the completion of the last migration. This is the key parameter to evaluate the

multiple migration performance and overheads.

Average Migration Time: is the average value of the sum of the migration time of all instances

within the time interval. With the continuous arrival migration requests, the average migration

time is preferable to the total migration time. The total migration time of a bunch of instances is

only a suitable parameter for the periodically triggered source management strategies.

Average Downtime: Similar to the average migration time, the average downtime is the mean

value of the sum of downtime of all instance migrations within a time interval. Time unit, such as

millisecond (ms) and second (s), is used for migration time and downtime.

Energy Consumption: consists of the electricity cost, green energy cost, cooling cost, physical

host, and networking devices cost. It is a critical metric of live migration overheads used for green

energy algorithms and data centers. Joule (J) is used as a unit of energy and Wh or KWh is used

in electrical devices.

Deadline Violation: Migration request or task is the key element for multiple migration schedul-

ing. Migrations with different time requirements will have corresponding deadlines and scheduling

windows. Therefore, with different priorities and urgency, the number of deadline violations is a

key metric for evaluating deadline-aware or priority-aware migration scheduling algorithms.

Resource Availability: The remaining computing, networking, and storage resources during and

after the single migration and multiple migrations. It is critical for migration success as there

should be sufficient resources for the new instance in the destination. Furthermore, resource avail-

ability during the migration affects the performance of the subsequent migrations. Resource avail-

ability after the migration is also a metric for the resource reconfiguration evaluation for various

policies.

Quality of Service: Response time, end-to-end delay, network delay, and network bandwidth

during and after the single migration or each migration during multiple migration scheduling for

the migrating service and other services (co-located VMs, shared-resource VMs, connected VMs).
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Service Level Agreement: Migration may cause service unavailable due to migration-related is-

sues, such as downtime, network continuity, network robustness, and migration robustness. There-

fore, cloud providers provide the SLA to subscribers and tenants as the availability rate for the

services with and without migrations. Therefore, SLA violations are another critical metric.

4.1.3 Modeling Methods. This section presents different modeling approaches on migra-

tion performance and overhead, including theoretical and experimental modeling (profiling and

prediction).

Theoretical: In theoretical modeling, the system behaviors are described mathematically using

formulas and equations based on the correlation of each identified parameters [7, 8, 12, 13, 52, 60,

60, 68, 69, 109, 115]. Some works only model the migration costs and performance based on the

correlation of the parameters. Other works follow the behaviors of live migration, such as iterative

copying dirty page rate to model, the performance, and overheads in finer granularity.

Profiling: Experimental modeling methods are based on measurements with controlled parame-

ters. Empirical running analysis, such as Monte Carlo, are relied on repeated random sampling and

time-series monitoring and recording for migration performance, overheads, and energy consump-

tion profiling [7, 49, 100]. For both overhead and performance modeling, empirical experiment pro-

filing can also derive the coefficient parameters in the model equations [51, 52, 69, 99]. Regression

algorithms are also used to model the cost and performance based on the measurement [8, 29].

Prediction: Generally, mathematic cost models can be used to estimate migration performance

and overheads. Performance estimation and prediction algorithms [7, 8, 66, 69, 98, 99] are proposed

to simulate migrations processes to minimize the prediction error. Furthermore, Machine Learn-

ing (ML)-based modeling [28, 55] are adopted to generalize parameters in various resources to

obtain a more comprehensive cost and performance prediction model.

4.1.4 Cost and Overhead Modeling. The cost and overhead models of live migration are inte-

grated into the modeling and optimization regarding the objectives of dynamic resource man-

agement policies. Similar to the migration parameters, the cost and overhead modeling can be

categorized into computing, networking, storage, and energy caused by virtualization and live

migration (see survey [114]), migration influence on subsequent migrations and co-located

services [9, 32, 38, 88, 115], and networking resource competitions among multiple migrations

[9, 102, 107].

4.1.5 Performance Modeling. For resource management and migration scheduling algorithms,

the performance models of single and multiple migrations are used to maximize migration perfor-

mance while achieving the objectives of resource management. The category of the performance

model is similar to the performance metrics classification. In other words, performance models

can be categorized as migration success rate, migration time, downtime, transferred data size,

iteration number, and deadline violation [114]. With the complexity of modeling multiple migra-

tions, it is difficult to model the performance of multiple migrations directly on total migration

time. Therefore, multiple migration performance and cost models are focusing on the single mi-

gration performance based on the currently available resources during multiple migration schedul-

ing [32, 102] or the involved parameters for the sharing resources, such as shared network routing,

shared links, shared CPU, memory, network interfaces, and the number of migrations in the same

host [9, 38, 90, 107].

4.2 Migration Generation in Resource Management

In this section, we discuss migration request generation of resource management algorithms. We

investigate how the migration performance and overhead models integrated with the policy affect
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Fig. 4. Categories of migration generation in dynamic resource management.

the optimization problems and migration generations in two aspects: migration target selection and

migration generation objectives. Figure 4 illustrates the details of each aspect.

4.2.1 Migration Target Selection. The targets of one migration include the selections of source,

destination, instance, and network routing. During the migration generation process of the re-

source management policy, the targets for migrations can be selected simultaneously or individ-

ually. For simultaneous solutions, such as approximation algorithms, migration instances, source

or destination hosts, and network routes are generated at the same time. For individual solutions,

such as heuristics, migration requests are generated one at a time in each algorithm loop.

Source Selection: The source host or site of one migration request is selected based on the objec-

tives of resource management policies, such as failure, resource utilization, energy consumption,

over-subscripted host, and under-subscripted host.

Instance Selection: During the instance selection for migration request, the migration generation

algorithm needs to consider the various objectives of resource management policy, the availability

of resources in potential destinations, and the overheads of live migration, such as dirty page rate

and the number of allowed migrations. For use cases, such as gang migration, disaster recovery,

software update, and hardware maintenance, all instances within the source hosts or sites will be

selected. In scenarios such as mobility-induced migration, there is no need to select the instance.

Destination Selection: Many works considered the selection of migration destination as a bin

packing problem, where items with different volumes need to be packed into a finite number of bins

with fixed available volumes in a way to minimize the number of bins used. There are several online

algorithms to solve the problems, such as Next-Fit (NF), First-Fit (FF), Best-Fit (BF), Worst-Fit

(WF), and so on. By considering both objectives of various resource management, such as energy

consumption and networking consolidation, and migration overheads and performance, heuristic

and approximation algorithms are proposed.

Flow Routing: The available bandwidth and network delay are critical for migration performance,

such as migration time and downtime. The migration flows of pre-copy migration are elephant

flows and post-copy migrations are sensitive to network delay. Meanwhile, in the network archi-

tecture where the migration traffic and service traffic share network links, the migration traffic

can significantly affect the QoS of other services. In the SDN-enabled data centers, the allocated

bandwidth and routing of both migration and services traffic can be dynamically configured to

improve the performance of live migration and minimize the migration network overheads.

4.2.2 Migration Generation Objectives. This section summarizes the different objectives of mi-

gration selections in resource management policies from the perspective of live migration manage-

ment, including migration overhead, performance, network, and scheduling awareness. Many works

are proposed in dynamic resource management for various objectives, such as performance, net-

working [21, 45], energy [14, 21, 45], QoS, and disaster recovery [62]. Most works only consider the

memory footprint (memory size) and available bandwidth. Without the proper live migration mod-

eling, the selected instance migration requests for reallocation will result in unacceptable schedul-

ing performance and service degradations. In addition, these works with migration performance

and energy models [35, 69, 92, 98, 122] only consider the individual migration performance and
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Fig. 5. Categories of migration lifecycle management and orchestration.

computing and networking overheads during the migration generation or instance placement se-

lection for the dynamic management policy. The total migration cost, as a result, is a linear model,

which can not reflect the concurrency among migrations and resource contentions between migra-

tions and services. As a result, the solution is only optimized for sequential migration scheduling.

Overheads-aware: Most works of resource management policies focus on minimizing the cost

or overheads of migrations and modeling the total cost as a sum of the individual live migration

cost while achieving objectives of resource management, such as energy consumption [11, 14,

110] and network flow consolidation [18, 35]. As shown in Section 4.1.1, the overheads of the

migrating instance can be categorized as computing, networking, and storage overhead, including

the total number of migrations, number of co-located instances, memory size, dirty page rate,

CPU workloads, data compression rate, bandwidth allocation, and migration flow routing of the

migrating instance.

Performance-aware: Some works focus on the migration performance optimization integrating

with the objectives of resource management, such as the cost and performance of migrations

[18, 19, 35, 90, 115]. However, providing multiple migration requests, existing resource man-

agement solutions through live migrations do not consider and guarantee migration scheduling

performance.

Network-aware: Apart from network routing and bandwidth allocation, the network contentions

among migrations and between migration and applications, as well as instance connectivity need

to be considered to optimize the networking throughput and communication cost during or after

the migrations [20, 30, 57, 74, 103, 122]. For instance, two migrations may content the same network

path which can lead to migration performance degradation, such as larger the total and individual

migration time. On the other hand, without a dedicated migration network, migration and appli-

cation flows also compete for the same network link leading to QoS degradation. For instance

connectivity, one migration completion can free up more bandwidth due to flow consolidation. As

a result, subsequent migrations can be converged faster with more available bandwidth.

Scheduling-aware: Current works do not consider the migration scheduling performance [9, 43,

107] beyond the linear model of migration cost and interfaces. In the migration generation phase

of resource management policies (Figure 1), we can optimize the performance of single or multi-

ple migration scheduling, and ensure the original resource management policy achieves optimal

or near-optimal performance [44]. Compared to policy-aware migration management, it is more

adaptive without the need for specific modeling and design. It has less impact on the enormous

amounts of existing dynamic resource management policies.

4.3 Migration Lifecycle and Orchestration

Based on various scenarios of dynamic resource management through live migrations, it is critical

to investigate the migration lifecycle and orchestration layer including migration arrival patterns

and corresponding management framework. Therefore, this section summarizes the migration

lifecycle management and orchestration in the several aspects: arrival pattern, orchestration, mon-

itoring, and management framework. Figure 5 illustrates the details of each aspect.
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4.3.1 Arrival Patterns. Arrival patterns of migration requests based on various paradigms and

objectives in fog, edge, and cloud computing environments can be categorized as periodic and

stochastic patterns. For existing dynamic resource management algorithms, the migration gener-

ation and arrival patterns are periodic due to the overhead of live migrations. Dynamic resource

management, such as regular maintenance and updates, load balancing, and energy-aware consol-

idation, triggers the reallocation periodically. On the other hand, arrival patterns of event-driven

migrations are often stochastic due to the nature of the service. For example, the mobility-induced

migration in edge computing is based on user behaviors and movement [86, 108].

4.3.2 Migration Orchestration. The system architecture of edge and cloud data centers consists

of an orchestration layer, a controller layer, and a physical resource layer. Several orchestration

systems have been proposed to control computing and network resources in fog, edge, and cloud

computing environments [22, 33, 76, 77]. The policy orchestrator provides the algorithms and

strategies for joint computing and networking resource provisioner, network engineering server,

and migration manager (lifecycle manager, migration generator, planner, and scheduler). Network

topology discovery, cloud monitoring, and network monitoring are essential for computing and

networking provisioning. Combined with the cloud manager and network engineering server, live

VM Management software can efficiently control the lifecycle of single migration and schedule

migrations in a finer granularity by jointly provisioning computing and networking resources.

The controller layer facilitates the allocation of computing and networking resources. The cloud

controller (e.g., OpenStack) and the container control plane (e.g., Kubernetes) are responsible for

the autonomous deployment, monitoring, scaling, and management of VMs and containerized ap-

plications based on provided strategies in the orchestration layer. On the other hand, the SDN con-

troller manages the OpenFlow switches and flow forwarding entries and collects the device and

flow statistics through southbound interfaces. Networking applications through SDN controller

northbound interfaces perform topology discovery, network provisioning, and network engineer-

ing for both application and migration flows.

4.3.3 Management Framework. Based on the characteristic of resource management policies in

various scenarios and use cases, the triggered pattern of migration planning can be categorized

into periodic, discrete-time, and on-demand types.

On-demand: In the on-demand framework, the migration will be planned and scheduled when-

ever the request arrives [86, 108]. The on-demand framework can be applied to scenarios that

individuals are the subjects to trigger the migration from one host to another, such as mobility-

induced migration and migration requests by public cloud subscribers and tenants.

Periodic: In the periodic planning framework [120], the migration plans are calculated based on

the migration requests periodically generated by the dynamic resource management policy. The

time interval between each planning can be configured as the value of the resource optimization

interval. Within each optimization interval, multiple migration requests generated by the redistri-

bution policy will not be affected by the previous round of migration. The management interval

varies from a few hours to a few days. With such large time intervals, all migration instances can

be completed before the reallocation time for the planning of new migration requests.

Discrete-Time: In the discrete-time framework, the arrival migration requests are put into queues

to regulate the migration arrival speed and processed migration number. The migration planner

will periodically read multiple migration requests from the entire or partial schedule-wait queue

and read migrations from the schedule-wait queue as input. Then, it calculates the migration

schedule based on a configured time interval (e.g., one second). For each input with multiple mi-

gration requests, the planner will calculate the migration plan based on the states of computing

and networking resources. There is a schedule buffer between the planner and the scheduler. The
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Fig. 6. Categories of mig. planning and scheduling algorithms.

Fig. 7. Co-located migrations.

Fig. 8. Multi-pairs migrations.

migration scheduler will schedule these migration requests based on the calculated sequence and

current computing and networking states. During the small time interval of each input, some in-

stances of the previous migration plan have not yet been started by the scheduler, which could

affect the decision of the current planning round. The discrete-time framework is suitable for sce-

narios where migrations may arrive randomly and much more frequently than traditional dynamic

resource management policies (e.g., mobility-induced migrations in edge computing).

5 MIGRATION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

In this section, we introduce the taxonomy for migration planning and scheduling, including mi-

gration granularity, scheduling objectives, scopes, types, and methods. Figure 6 illustrates the details

of each category. Compared to real-time task scheduling, there is enough time for more complex

migration scheduling, which further improves multiple migration performance and alleviates mi-

gration overheads. When it comes to multiple migrations, based on the objectives of live migration,

the migration planning algorithm needs to calculate and optimize the sequence of each migration.

In other words, the planning algorithm needs to consider availability, concurrency, correlation,

and objective. We review the related state-of-art works in Section 6.2.

5.1 Migration Granularity

The migration granularity in the context of migration planning and scheduling can be categorized

into single migration and multiple migrations.

Single Migration: Only one instance is migrated at the same time. The research scope of single

migration is the performance and overhead of individual migration, including migration mecha-

nisms, and optimization techniques in both computing and networking aspects. The key metrics

of single migration performance are migration time and downtime. The overheads of single mi-

gration include network interfaces, CPU, and memory stress, migration process overheads in the

source and destination hosts (i.g. dirty memory tracing overheads), service-level parameters (e.g.,

response time), and available bandwidth for the migration service and other services in the data

center.

Multiple Migrations: In multiple migrations, multiple instances are considered to be migrated

simultaneously. Multiple migrations can be divided into various aspects based on the instance

and service locations and connectivity, including co-located instances (gang migration) and clus-

ter migrations (same source and destination pair), and related instances (connected services and

applications, VNFs in SFC, entire virtual network, VMs in the same virtual data center).

The overheads and performance of multiple migrations should be evaluated and modeled in

all migration management phases of the migration generation, planning, and scheduling. The
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overheads of multiple migrations can be categorized into service-level and system-level overheads.

The service-level overheads include multiple migration influences on the migrating service, subse-

quent migrations performance, and other services in the data centers, and the system-level over-

heads include the multiple migration influence on the entire system, such as the availability of

networking and computing resources. On the other hand, the performance of multiple migrations

can be divided into global and individual performance. Total migration time, downtime, and trans-

ferred data size are the critical metrics for the global migration performance of multiple migrations.

Performance metrics, such as average migration time, average downtime, and deadline violation,

are used for individual performance in multiple migrations.

5.2 Objectives and Scopes

This section summarizes the objectives of migration planning algorithms and scheduling strategies.

It can be categorized into migration ordering, migration competitions, overhead and cost, migration

performance, migration timeliness, and migration availability and feasibility. We also categorized

the scheduling scope into two aspects: co-located scheduling and multiple migration scheduling

with multiple source-destination pairs (multi-pairs).

Migration Ordering: The works of migration ordering problems focus on the feasibility of mul-

tiple migrations [38, 90] and migration ordering of co-located instances [32, 88] in the one-by-

one scheduling solutions. Given a group of migration requests, The feasibility problem addresses

whether a given migration can be scheduled, and the scheduling order of these requests due to

resource deadlocks. The performance problem in the migration ordering context is finding an op-

timized order to migrate the co-located instance in order to minimize the overheads and maximize

the performance of multiple migrations in a one-by-one scheduling manner.

Migration Competitions: Resource competition problems include the competition among mi-

grations and between migrations and other services during the simultaneous migration schedul-

ing [9, 102, 107]. Since migrations and services are sharing computing and networking resources, it

is essential to determine the start sequence of migrations in both sequential and concurrent sched-

uling manner to minimize resource throttling and maximize resource utilization with respect to

both QoS and migration performance. The resource dependencies and competitions among migra-

tions and services need to be considered in both the migration generation phase and the planning

and scheduling phase in order to improve the performance of multiple migrations and minimize

the overheads of multiple migrations.

Overhead and Cost: It is critical to minimize migration overheads and costs to alleviate the QoS

degradations and guarantee the SLA during live migration scheduling. The computing overheads

on CPU, memory and I/O interfaces affect the co-located instances negatively. The migrations also

share the same network links with other services. It may lead to QoS degradations due to the lower

bandwidth allocation. As a result, a longer migration process leads to larger computing (CPU and

memory) and networking overheads (network interfaces and available bandwidth). Network man-

agement policies and routing algorithms are adopted to dynamically allocate the bandwidth and

network routing to migrations. Furthermore, the migration downtime also needs to be managed

to avoid unacceptable application response time and SLA violations.

Migration Performance: The performance of multiple migration scheduling is one of the major

objectives of migration planning and scheduling algorithms. The total migration time is highly

relative to the final management performance. In other words, a shorter migration time leads

to a quicker optimization convergence. Furthermore, in green data center solutions, the energy

consumptions induced by live migration need to be modeled properly.

Timeliness: The timeliness of the migration schedule is also critical to resource management

performance [102, 121]. For migration with various priorities and urgencies, inefficient migration
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Fig. 9. Scheduling types of multiple migration scheduling.

planning or scheduling algorithms may result in migration deadline violations, which leads to QoS

degradations and SLA violations. For example, some VNFs need to be migrated as soon as possible

to maintain low end-to-end latency requirements. Some migration requests of web services with

high latency tolerance and robustness are configured with a much larger scheduling window.

Availability and Feasibility: Migration availability and feasibility problems are also considered

in the planning and scheduling algorithms [32, 38, 90]. There should be reserved resources in the

destination hosts and sites in order to host the new instance. In the context of multiple migrations,

resource deadlock and network inconsistency may also affect the migration success ratio. Inter-

mediate migration hosts and efficient migration ordering algorithms [32, 38, 90] are proposed to

solve the migration feasibility issue.

Scheduling Scopes: The multiple migration planning and scheduling algorithms can be divided

into co-located and migrations with multiple source-destination pairs. In co-located instance

migrations (Figure 7), such as gang migration [25, 32], the solution only focuses on one source

and destination pair. On the other hand, Figure 8 illustrates that multiple instances migration

involves various source and destination hosts or sites [9, 43, 107]. For the migrations across

dedicated network links, networking contentions between migrations and services are omitted.

Without dedicated migration networks, some works consider the virtual network connectivity

among applications during the migration schedule.

5.3 Scheduling Types

The migration scheduling types of multiple migrations can be categorized as sequential multiple

migration, parallel multiple migration, and concurrent multiple migration.

Sequential: In the sequential multiple migration solution depicted in Figure 9(a), migration re-

quests are scheduled in the one-by-one manner [32, 38, 58, 70, 71, 88, 118]. In most scenarios of

live VM migration, the network bandwidth is not sufficient for the networking requirement of

live migration when sharing network links with other migrations. Therefore, sequential migra-

tion scheduling for networking resource-dependent migrations is the optimal solution. It is used

for migration scheduling in co-located multiple migration scheduling and planning.

Parallel: In the parallel or synchronous multiple migration solution depicted in Figure 9(b), mi-

gration requests start simultaneously [23, 58, 67, 70, 101, 118, 123]. For migrations with network

link sharing, parallel migration scheduling is preferred only when the networking overheads in-

duced by dirty pages and the memory footprint of migrating instances are smaller than the migra-

tion computing overheads. In other words, in most scenarios, the parallel migration may result in

longer total and individual migration time and downtime. On the other hand, for migrations with-

out network links sharing across dedicated migration networks, the minimum total and individual

migration time can be achieved. Some solutions are mixing the sequential and parallel migration

solutions in that groups of migrations are started at the same time as in parallel solution and these

groups of migrations are scheduled sequentially.

Concurrent: Furthermore, concurrent or asynchronous migration planning and scheduling algo-

rithms [9, 43, 107] are proposed to schedule multiple migration requests efficiently by calculat-

ing and scheduling the start time of each migration independently (Figure 9(c)). The migrations
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contend the network resources with other migrations and services. Furthermore, the service traffic

relocation induced by migration completion may affect the subsequent migrations. Therefore, it

is essential to manage the dependency and concurrency among migrations during multiple migra-

tion scheduling.

5.4 Scheduling Methods

After the phase of multiple migration planning, the calculated migration plan is going to be

scheduled in the migration scheduling phase. We categorize scheduling methods into three types,

namely prediction, fixed ordering, and online scheduler. In order to schedule a migration, migration

managers and schedulers are aware of when the migration ends or needs to begin.

Prediction: Based on the prediction model and current available computing and networking

resources, the start time of each migration is configured during the planning phase [107]. Fur-

thermore, the bandwidth allocated to each migration is also configured based on the available

bandwidth at the time of migration planning.

Fixed ordering: Multiple migration tasks are scheduled based on the order calculated by migra-

tion planning algorithms [9]. In other words, one migration is started as soon as possible when

one or several specific migrations are finished. The fixed ordering model of multiple migration

requests is similar to the dependent tasks, which can be modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph

(DAG).

Online Scheduler: The states of the networking environment, such as network topology, avail-

able links and interfaces, available bandwidth, and network delay, are constantly changed. The

computing resources, such as memory, vCPU, storage, destination hosts, and sites, may also be-

come unavailable during the multiple migration scheduling. Integrating with dynamic computing

and networking management, an online migration scheduler can dynamically start the migrations

based on current states of computing and networking [43]. The resource may not be available

based on the predicted scheduling time or orders. The online scheduler can dynamically adjust

the migration plan and balance the allocated bandwidth to migration and application traffic. As a

result, it can guarantee both QoS and migration performance.

6 CURRENT RESEARCH ON MIGRATION MANAGEMENT

This section reviews and analyzes current research on migration management, focusing on mi-

gration modeling during dynamic resource management and migration planning and scheduling

algorithms. Each of these works may involve several categories of live migration management.

Therefore, we select the main focus categories of the articles to organize and present the reviews

in a more direct manner. In the end, we summarize and identify the gaps in these works.

6.1 Migration Modeling in Dynamic Resource Management

We summarize and review selected works on migration request generation during resource man-

agement of load balancing, energy-saving, network communication optimization, and migration-

aware solutions. Table 5 summarizes the characteristics of migration request generation based on

four categories: migration computing parameters, migration network parameters, objectives of

migration optimization in the solution, and objectives of resource management.

There are notable works utilizing live migration by generating migration requests during dy-

namic resource management. However, most of the works neglect migration modeling in com-

puting, networking, energy, or the overheads and performance of migration request scheduling.

For example, Witanto et al. [110] propose a machine-learning selector to dynamically choose ex-

isting consolidation strategies to manage the tradeoff between energy and SLA violation (migra-

tion downtime) based on system availability. Li et al. [65] propose a greedy-based VM scheduling
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Table 5. Characteristics of Migration Modeling in Dynamic Resource Management

Reference Mig. Com. Mig. Net. Mig. Obj. Res. Obj.

mem
dirty

rate
cpu bw route hop layer perf. cost num comp. net. energy QoS

Mann et al. [74] � � � � �
Forsman et al. [36] � � � � �
Xiao et al. [113] � � � � �
Witanto et al. [110] � �
Li et al. [65] �
Tso et al. [103] � � � �
Cao et al. [14] � � � � �
Cui et al. [18, 19] � � � � �
Xu et al. [115] � � � � � � � �
Cui et al. [20] � � � � �
Flores et al. [35] � � � � � � � �
He et al. [44] � � � � � � � � � � � �
Mig. Com.: Migration Computing parameters - mem (memory size), cpu (CPU load and utilization); Mig. Net.:

Migration Networking parameters - bw (bandwidth), route (mig. traffic routing), hop (mig. distance), layer (involved

network layers); Mig. Obj.: Migration Objectives - perf. (mig. performance), cost (mig. cost and overheads), num (mig.

number); Res. Obj.: Resource management Objectives - comp. (computing), net. (networking), energy (device and

cooling energy cost), and QoS (response time and SLA violations).

algorithm to minimize the total energy consumption, including the cooling and server power con-

sumption models. Chen et al. [15] investigated the problem of service function chain migration

to minimize the total network operation cost with a deep reinforcement learning framework to

generate migration requests. It selects the VM with the minimum utilization from the hosts with

a temperature above the threshold and selects the server with the minimum power increase as

the migration destination. However, like many other works, the above articles do not consider any

migration cost models or scheduling models, which makes the solution unrealistic. The multiple

migration requests are also without the actual migration planning and scheduling.

For the works on networking provisioning, Tso et al. [103] propose a distributed network-aware

live VM migration scheme to dynamically reallocate VMs to minimize the overall communica-

tion footprint of active traffic flows in multi-tier data centers. The proposed distributed solution

generates migration requests iteratively based on the local VM information (one-by-one migra-

tion scheduling) to localize VM traffic to the low-tier network links. However, the work lacks

a realistic comparison between migration overheads and migration benefits for communication

management. With the help of SDN, it may be untenable to argue that a centralized approach to

gaining knowledge of global traffic dynamics is too costly. Addya et al. [6] propose the Low En-

ergy Application Workload Migration (LEAWM) model, which aims at minimizing the per-bit

migration cost in virtual machine (VM) migration over Geo-distributed clouds. Their model uti-

lizes an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based bi-objective optimization technique to strike

a balance between migration delay and migration power, considering the variation in electricity

prices at different Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to determine the most feasible migration

path. Their simulation-based evaluation demonstrates that the LEAWM model can achieve a re-

duction of 25%–30% in migration time and approximately 25% in electricity cost compared to the

baseline approach.

Cao et al. [14] investigate the VM consolidation problem considering network optimization and

migration cost. Migration overheads are modeled as the host power consumption (the product of

power increase and migration time) and traffic cost (the product of VM memory size and the hop

distance between source and destination). Cziva et al. [22] propose an SDN-based solution to min-

imize network communication costs through live migration in a multi-tire data center network.
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The communication costs are modeled as the product of the average traffic load per time unit and

the weight of the link layer. The solution can be improved by modeling the migration network

traffic cost. Similarly, Cui et al. [18, 19] study the joint problem of dynamic policy reconfiguration

and migration of VNF network chaining in an SDN environment to find the optimal placement

with minimum total communication cost. The authors consider both migration time and traffic

data during migration. However, it lacks information on how the communication cost is modeled.

The migration cost is considered by comparing the network rate in data per time unit with the total

transferred data size of live migration. Modeling the migration cost as transferred data size with-

out considering the networking bandwidth and routing may result in poor migration scheduling

performance and QoS degradation.

There are few works in resource management phases that actually consider migration sched-

uling [20, 35, 44, 115]. Based on VMs and destination candidates provided by existing resource

management policies, Xu et al. [115] propose a migration selector (iAware) to minimize the sin-

gle migration cost in terms of single migration execution time and host co-location interference.

It considers the dirty page rate, memory size, and available bandwidth for the single migration

time. They argue that co-location interference from a single live migration on other VMs in the

host in terms of performance degradation is linear to the number of VMs hosted by a physical

machine. However, only one-by-one migration scheduling is considered. Cui et al. [20] propose

a new paradigm for migration generation by dynamically constructing adaptive network topolo-

gies based on the VM demands. It reduces VM migration costs and increases the communication

throughput among VMs. The migration cost is modeled as the product of the number of network

hops and memory size. The general VM migration costs are replaced by specific cost metrics, such

as migration time and downtime based on allocated bandwidth and measured dirty page rate. Flo-

res et al. [35] propose a placement solution that integrates migration selection with data centers

policies to minimize the total cost of migrations and VM communications by considering network

topology, VM virtual connections, communication cost, and network hops for live migration cost.

However, these cost models of migration are still linear without considering the concurrent

scheduling performance of multiple migrations. These existing research efforts only consider al-

leviating single migration overheads and total migration costs with a linear model, such as single

migration time and co-location interference during the selection of the potential VMs and migra-

tion destinations. However, by neglecting the resource dependency among potential migration

requests, the existing solutions can result in QoS degradation and SLA violations during the mi-

gration schedule. Considering cost models of both single and concurrent multiple migrations, He

et al. [44] propose an SDN-based concurrent-aware solution for the migration request generation

phase that can be integrated with existing dynamic resource management policies. Based on de-

pendency graphs with the help of the SDN controller, the generated migration requests minimize

the potential computing and networking resource competition among migration and between mi-

gration requests and applications. During the concurrent scheduling phase, the multiple migration

performance is optimized by minimizing the migration interference and the convergence time of

reallocation while achieving the objective of dynamic resource management.

6.2 Migration Planning and Scheduling

In this section, we review the state-of-the-art works on migration planning and scheduling algo-

rithms. Studies of migration planning and scheduling focus on various aspects, such as migration

feasibility, migration success or failure ratio, migration effects, scheduling deadline, application

QoS, scheduling orders, migration scheduler, migration routing, and migration performance in

total migration time, average migration time, downtime, and transferred data size. As shown in

Table 6, we summarize the characteristics of the reviewed solutions of migration planning and
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Table 6. Comparisons of Solutions on Multiple Migration Planning and Scheduling

Reference Schedule Net Scope Heter Mig Obj

Seq. Parl. Cnrc.
Mig.

net.

Net.

mgmt.
Connect. Co-loc.

Multi

src-dst

QoS

aware

Mig.

order

Mig.

Feas.

Mig.

perf.

Mig.

cost

Deshpande et al. [26] � � �
Deshpande et al. [24, 25] � � �
Rybina et al. [88] � � � � �
Fernando et al. [32] � � � � � �
Ghorbani et al. [38] � � � �
Sun et al. [101] � � � � �
Deshpande et al. [23] � � � � � �
Zheng et al. [123] � � � � � � �
Liu et al. [67] � � � � � �
Lu et al. [70] � � � � � � �
Lu et al. [71] � � � � � � �
Kang et al. [58] � � � � �
Ye et al. [118] � � � �
Sarker et al. [90] � � � � � � �
Bari et al. [9] � � � � � � �
Wang et al. [107] � � � � � � �
He et al. [43] � � � � � � � � �
Schedule Type: Seq. (Sequential), Parl. (Parallel), Cnrc. (Concurrent), Net: Networking related - Mig. net. (Dedicated

migration network), Net. mgmt. (Networking management), Connect. (instance Connectivity), Scope: Co-loc.

(Co-located instances), Heter: Heterogeneous solutions (mixing various migration types), and Mig Obj: migration

management objectives - Mig. order (migration ordering), Mig. feas. (migration feasibility), Mig. perf (migration

performance), Mig. cost (Migration cost and overheads).

scheduling into the following categories: scheduling type, migration networking awareness, mi-

gration scopes, heterogeneous migration types, and migration scheduling objectives.

6.2.1 Co-located Multiple Migrations. Deshpande et al. [26] consider the migration of multiple

co-located VMs in the same host as the live gang migration problem. They optimize the perfor-

mance of multiple live migrations of co-located VMs based on the memory deduplication and

delta compression algorithm to eliminate the duplicated memory copying from the source to the

destination host. Since co-located VMs share a large amount of identical memory, only identical

pages need to be transferred during the iterative memory copying in pre-copy migration. They also

employ delta compression between copied dirty pages to reduce the migration network traffic. The

authors [24, 25] further investigate the same problem using cluster-wide global deduplication to

improve the technique from the co-located VMs in the same host to the same server rack.

Rybina et al. [88] investigate the co-located resource contentions on the same physical host. The

authors evaluate all possible migration orders in a sequential manner in terms of total migration

time. They find that it is better to migrate the memory-intensive VM in order to alleviate the re-

source contentions. Fernando et al. [32] proposed a solution for the ordering of multiple VMs in the

same physical host (gang migration) to reduce the resource contentions between the live migra-

tion process and the migrating VMs. The objectives of the solution are minimizing the migration

performance impact on applications and the total migration time. The migration scheduler de-

cides the order of migrations based on different workload characteristics (CPU, Memory, network-

intensive) and resource usage to minimize the total migration time and downtime. Furthermore,

an SDN-enabled network bandwidth reservation strategy is proposed that reserves bandwidth on

the source and destination hosts based on the migration urgency. When the available bandwidth

in the destination can not satisfy the migration requirement, network middle-boxes [27] are used

as network intermediaries to temporarily buffer the dirty memory.

6.2.2 Migration Feasibility. For the migration scheduling feasibility, Ghorbani et al. [38] pro-

posed a heuristic one-by-one migration sequence planning for a group of migration requests to
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solve the problem of transient loop and network availability during the migration. The authors

consider an environment in which the requirement of the virtual network can be satisfied through

bandwidth over-subscription. Given the bandwidth requirement of virtual links between instances,

a random migration sequence will result in migration failure for most instances. With the flow in-

stall time of the current SDN controller implementation, the orders of network updates due to

migration within the forwarding table may cause the transient loop issue. The authors did not

consider concurrent VM migration scheduling with various network paths.

6.2.3 Heterogeneous and Homogeneous Solutions. Multiple migration can be divided into het-

erogeneous and homogeneous solutions. For the heterogeneous solution, different types of live

migration (pre-copy and post-copy migrations) are used simultaneously. For instance, in an en-

vironment where all migrations are sharing the same network, Sun et al. [101] consider the se-

quential and parallel migration performance of multiple VMs. An improved one-by-one migration

scheduling was proposed based on the assumption that the migration downtime is large enough.

When the first VM is stopped during the downtime of pre-copy migration, the algorithm stops and

performs the post-copy on the remaining connected VMs within the same service. Furthermore, an

m-mixed migration algorithm was proposed for parallel migrations started at the same time. The

algorithm chooses the first m VMs to perform pre-copy migration, while the rest are post-copy

migrations.

The networking contentions between migrations and application traffic can increase the migra-

tion time and degrade the application QoS. To reduce the network contentions between migrations

and applications, solutions for co-located VM migrations with both pre-copy and post-copy migra-

tions are adopted [23]. The intuition is utilizing both inbound and outbound network interfaces.

When the co-located instances are migrated using pre-copy or post-copy, the traffic between co-

located instances contends with the migration traffic. Thus, the migrating instance with post-copy

in the destination communicates to another migration instance with pre-copy in the source, which

alleviates the network contentions between the application and pre-copy migration traffic.

6.2.4 Instance Correlation and Connectivity. The instances in the data center are often con-

nected through network virtual links under various application architectures, such as multi-tier

web applications and Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) in Service Function Chaining (SFC).

Several studies focus on optimizing the multiple migration of multi-tier applications and network-

related VMs. Research [61, 106] evaluates the impact of live migration on multi-tier web applica-

tions, such as response time. Zheng et al. [123] investigate the multi-tier application migration

problem and propose a communication-impact-driven coordinated approach for a sequential and

parallel scheduling solution. Liu et al. [67] work on the correlated VM migration problem and pro-

pose an adaptive network bandwidth allocation algorithm to minimize migration costs in terms

of migration time, downtime, and network traffic. In the context of multi-tier applications, the

authors proposed a synchronization technique to coordinate correlated VM migrations entering

the stop-and-copy phases at the same time, which reduces the network traffic between correlated

applications across the inter-data center network.

Lu et al. [70] also focus on the correlated VMs migration scheduling of multi-tier web applica-

tions with a dedicated network for migrations. The authors investigate the sequential and parallel

migration strategies for multiple migrations which start at the same time. The proposed heuristic

algorithm groups the related VMs based on the monitoring results of communication traffic and

sorts the sequential migration order based on migration time and resource utilization. Expanding

the concept from multi-tier application connectivity, Lu et al. [71] proposed a separation strategy

by partitioning a large group of VMs into traffic-related subgroups for inter-cloud live migration.

Partitioned by a mini-cut algorithm, subgroups of pre-copy migrations are scheduled sequentially
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and VMs in the same subgroup are scheduled in parallel to minimize the network traffic between

applications across inter-data center networks. Filali et al. [34] discusses the design of a switch

migration scheduling algorithm for load balancing in distributed architectures of the SDN control

plane. The algorithm utilizes a multi-step ARIMA forecasting model to predict long-term controller

load, enabling the scheduling of switch migration operations in advance to prevent overload. This

work experimentally demonstrated the effectiveness of the their algorithm in improving load bal-

ancing and reducing response time of controllers.

6.2.5 Parallel and Concurrent Scheduling. Studies [58, 101] investigate solutions for mixed se-

quential and parallel migrations. Kang et al. [58] proposed a feedback-based algorithm to optimize

the performance of multiple migration in both total and single migration time considering the

sequential and parallel migration cost, and available network resources. It adaptively changes

the migration number based on the TCP congestion control algorithm. Ye et al. [118] investigate

the multiple migration performance in sequential and parallel migrations. The authors conclude

that sequential migration is the optimal solution when the available network bandwidth is

insufficient. Singh et al. [95] proposed a bio-inspired algorithm to optimize the task allocation to

VM to limit the number of VM migration requests. As a result, the performance is improved in

terms of load, migration cost, energy, and resource utilization.

For the multiple migration planning and scheduling algorithms of concurrent migrations, the

migration planning algorithm and migration scheduler determine when and how one migration of

the multiple migration requests should be performed within the time interval of the total migration

time. Sarker et al. [90] proposed a naive heuristic algorithm of multiple migration to minimize mi-

gration time and downtime. The proposed scheduling algorithm starts all available migrations with

minimum migration cost until there is no migration request left. The deadlock problem is solved

by temporarily migrating VMs to an intermediate host. Bari et al. [9] proposed a grouping-based

multiple migration planning algorithm in an intra-data center environment where migrations

and applications share the network links. The authors model the multiple VM migration planning

based on a discrete-time model as a MIP problem. The available bandwidth may be changed after

each migration due to the reconfiguration of virtual network links. The subsequent migrations

are affected by the previous migration result. Considering the influence of each migration group

during the scheduling, the proposed algorithm sets the group start time based on the prediction

model. Migration in each group can be scheduled simultaneously if the resources occupied by the

previous group are released. However, the authors neglect the influence of individual migration

in their solution, which can lead to performance degradation of the total migration time. With-

out considering the connectivity among applications in a WAN environment, Wang et al. [107]

simplify the problem by maximizing the network transmission rate but directly minimizing the

total migration time. With the help of SDN, the authors introduce multipath transmission for mul-

tiple migrations. A fully polynomial-time approximation FPTAS algorithm is proposed to deter-

mine the start time of each migration. Considering individual migration impact in terms of migra-

tion time, migration bandwidth allocation, networking routing and overheads, available resources

after migration, and migration deadline and priority, He et al. [43] propose SLA-aware multiple

migration planning algorithms to maximize concurrent migration groups with minimum cost and

an SDN-enabled online migration scheduler to manage the migration lifecycle based on the plan-

ning groups. The experimental results show that the proposed solution can achieve the minimum

total migration time while minimizing individual migration time, migration deadline violations,

SLA violations, and energy consumption. Khan et al. [59] highlight the need for an effective VM

migration strategy in cloud computing to maintain QoS and reduce energy consumption. Their

work proposes a hybrid optimization algorithm combining cuckoo search and particle swarm
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optimization to achieve objectives such as minimizing energy consumption, computation time,

and migration cost, while maximizing resource utilization.

6.3 Summary and Comparison

All studies covered in the survey are summarized in Tables 5 and 6 based on the taxonomy

(Figure 3), respectively. For migration generation in resource management, many studies optimize

at least two of the objectives in computing resources, networking resources, energy consumption,

and application QoS. Most researchers do not consider the migration scheduling performance

which has no tick in the table. These studies model migration computing costs linearly or indi-

vidually based on memory size, available bandwidth, or the total migration number. A number of

works consider the actual single pre-copy live migration model based on memory size, dirty page

rate, and available bandwidth. For the migration network cost modeling and management, most

works only consider the available bandwidth or the transferred data volume, while few works

consider network routing or migration distance on hops and layers. Integrating with existing

resource management algorithms, few works focus on migration interference and scheduling

performance. However, the proposed linear models are only suitable for sequential migration

scheduling optimization.

For migration planning and scheduling algorithms, researchers actively study the migration

scheduling performance and migration cost. Some consider the application QoS during migrations,

while others focus on migration availability and scheduling feasibility. For heterogeneous and

homogeneous solutions, most works focus on homogeneous solutions with one live migration

type such as pre-copy migration, while others consider both pre-copy and post-copy migrations.

However, there are no concurrent planning and scheduling algorithms that consider the case of

multiple migrations utilizing mixed types. The scheduling scope is varied based on the proposed

method, early studies focus on co-located migrations with one source and destination pair, while

recent proposals consider multiple migration scheduling with various source and destination pairs.

For networking management and efficiency, some researchers consider the migration schedul-

ing in dedicated migration networks or do not consider the network overheads on other services

and applications. Others consider the connectivity of correlation instances with virtual net-

work communication during migrations. Without considering the network over-subscription, the

bandwidth requirements of virtual links between instances are guaranteed during migrations. To

improve migration performance and reduce migration traffic impacts, networking management al-

gorithms are adopted to optimize the network routing for migration traffic and application traffic.

The scheduling types are varied based on the proposed solution and scheduling scopes, most of

the works consider sequential migration scheduling, while others focus on parallel migrations or

apply both types. Recently, several researchers focus on concurrent migration planning and sched-

uling for efficient, optimal, and generic solutions. Few works focus on the timeliness of migration

based on optimizations and prediction models (i.g., migration finishes before a given deadline).

Thus, the processing time of migration planning and scheduling algorithm also needs to be con-

sidered and optimized when the migration targets are real-time applications. Energy consumption

is also a critical objective in the resource management of data centers, and migration energy cost

models need to be investigated.

7 GAPS ANALYSIS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The taxonomy and review cover several challenges of migration management in cloud and edge

data centers. However, cloud and edge computing can be improved by addressing several key

issues of live migration and corresponding management. In this section, we analyze gaps and

future directions of live migration and migration management in edge and cloud computing.
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7.1 Scheduling-Aware Resource Management

As shown in the proposed framework of migration management (Figure 1), migration requests are

generated based on resource management policies. The objectives of resource management can

be achieved only when generated migration requests converged at the destination hosts. On the

other hand, the objective of migration planning and scheduling algorithms is to maximize the per-

formance of multiple migrations in total migration time, individual migration time, and downtime.

There exist notable research efforts in dynamic resource management that alleviate single migra-

tion overheads, such as single migration time and co-location interference while selecting the po-

tential VMs and migration destinations. However, by neglecting the resource dependency among

potential migration requests, the existing solutions of dynamic resource management can result

in the QoS degradation and SLA violations during the migration schedule. Therefore, it is essential

to integrate both single and multiple migration overheads into VM reallocation planning [43]. To

further optimize system performance, the scheduling performance of multiple migrations should

be considered in the resource management phase.

7.2 Flexible Networking Management by Network Slicing

The containerized services allocated in the mobile edge clouds bring up the opportunity for large-

scale and real-time applications to have low-latency responses. Meanwhile, live container migra-

tion is introduced to support dynamic resource management and users’ mobility. The container

footprint becomes much smaller compared to the VM. As a result, the proportion of network re-

source limitations on migration performance is reduced. Instance-level parallelizing for multiple

migration can improve the scheduling performance due to the computing cost of migration. There-

fore, it is critical to investigate networking slicing algorithms to concurrently schedule both VM

and container migrations to improve multiple migration performance and alleviate the impacts

on service traffic. Holistic solutions are needed to manage the networking routing and bandwidth

allocation based on the various network requirements of live VM migrations, live container migra-

tions, and applications.

7.3 Optimization Modeling, Compatibility, and Combination

There are continuous efforts striving to improve the performance and alleviate the overheads

of live migration through system-level optimization, as investigated in survey [120]. The disad-

vantage of the original pre-copy migration is migration convergence. The optimization works of

improving live migration performance mainly focus on reducing the live migration time and down-

time, including reducing the memory data required for transmission to the destination, speeding

up the migration process in the source host, and increasing the bandwidth between the source and

destination hosts. However, there are gaps between current migration cost and performance mod-

eling and the existing migration optimization mechanisms in process parallelizing, compression,

de-duplication, memory introspection, checkpoint and recovery, remote direct memory access

(RDMA), and application awareness. The existing system-level optimizations need to be modeled

carefully and properly to reflect the nature and characteristics of these optimizations. Although

extensive optimizations on live VM migration exist, each one claims a certain performance im-

provement compared to the default live VM migration mechanism. It is unclear the compatibility

of each migration optimization technology and the performance improvement of the combination

of various mechanisms.

7.4 Live Container Migration Optimization and Scheduling

From the perspective of a single migration, there is a research interest and trend of adapting or

replicating optimization mechanisms of live VM migration to develop and improve live container
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migration [64, 73, 80, 81, 97]. For example, RDMA can be utilized as the high-speed interconnect

technique, which has been applied to improve live VM migration. Recently, RDMA is utilized to

improve the performance of live container migration [84]. It enables the remote access of memory

and disk data without the CPU and cache. Multipath TCP (MPTCP) allows TCP connections

to utilize multiple paths to increase the network throughput and redundancy of migrations [85,

107]. The container layered storage can be leveraged to alleviate synchronization overheads of a

file system in the architecture without shared storage [72]. The performance and cost modeling

of live container migration with these optimizations should be investigated. The corresponding

scheduling algorithms of multiple container migration with such optimizations also need to be

investigated in both edge and cloud computing environments.

7.5 Management Scalability and Efficiency

With the expansion of edge and cloud computing networks, the complexity of the migration plan-

ning and scheduling problem becomes unavoidably large. Meanwhile, the timeliness requirement

of the management algorithm is changed from cloud to edge computing. For time-critical applica-

tions, the resource and migration management algorithms need to be scalable to suit large-scale

computing and networking environments. Therefore, it is crucial to study distributed manage-

ment frameworks and algorithms to ensure the scalability of migration management algorithms.

The problems of edge data center placement and base station clustering need to be further investi-

gated based on user mobility to reduce the migration request number. Each edge manager and SDN

controller need to cover a certain area and data centers and cooperate with other controllers. A

certain strategy needs to be developed to determine the size of the cluster area and the placement

of each manager and controller based on the parameters such as network delay and processing

capability.

7.6 Autoscaling and Live Migration

For instance-level scaling, scaling up and down is used for allocation and deallocation of virtualized

instances in cloud computing to elastically provision the resource in the same host. In addition,

system-level scaling up [39] supports fine-grained scaling on the system resources, such as CPU,

memory, and I/O, to reduce the considerable overhead and extra cost. On the other hand, scaling

out is used to support application allocation in other compute nodes to increase the processing

capacity of the service. The load balancer will distribute the traffic to all running instances of the

application. Current resource management strategies of cloud providers perform live migration

for both stateful and stateless services to achieve the objectives, such as energy consumption and

traffic consolidation. There is no configuration and information to differentiate the instance types

(stateful and stateless) across various cloud types (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and FaaS). The cloud or service

providers can further reduce management overheads by strategically performing autoscaling and

live migration to different applications. Therefore, it is critical to integrate the autoscaling and live

migration strategies to holistically manage the resources based on the instance types to minimize

the management overhead and cost. The advantages and disadvantages of instance-level scaling,

resource-level scaling, and live migration need to be investigated. In addition, the specific SLA of

migration and scaling is needed for various instance types.

7.7 Robustness and Security

SDN-based network resilience management and strategies, such as traffic shaping, anomaly de-

tection, and traffic classification, need to be investigated to tackle the network robustness and

security issue for live migration. Migration stability and robustness also need to be investigated

to increase the availability and accessibility of dynamic resource management. Compared to
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pre-copy, post-copy migration starts the instance at the destination host as soon as the initial

memory is copied, which makes it vulnerable to state synchronization failure. Thus, if there is a

post-copy failure, the running processes can not be resumed and the migrating instance is shut

down. Fernando et al. [31] proposed a failure recovery mechanism for post-copy migration to al-

leviate the cost of post-copy migration failure. Failure cost models need to be developed based

on different migration types and mechanisms and applied to services with various SLA levels

accordingly.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Efficient management of live migrations is the key to facilitating autonomous and dynamic re-

source provisioning in edge and cloud computing. In this article, we present a taxonomy of migra-

tion management, which includes performance and cost models, migration generation in resource

management policies, planning and scheduling algorithms, management lifecycle and orchestra-

tion, and evaluation methods. Each aspect of the taxonomy is explained in detail and corresponding

articles are presented. We further review and analyze representative works of dynamic resource

management focusing on migration request generation in migration computing parameters, net-

working parameters, and migration objectives. We also categorize and review the state-of-the-art

research of migration management in terms of migration planning and scheduling in migration

scheduling types, migration network awareness, scheduling scope, heterogeneous and homoge-

neous solutions, and scheduling objectives. Various objectives of multiple migration scheduling

are investigated. Finally, we analyze gaps and future directions of live migration and migration

management in edge and cloud computing.
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